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SCHUENEMAN TIDBITS

When the genealogy of Johann
Heinrich Schuenemann, the patriarch of
the Schuenemann clan in the Chicago
area, was being researched there
appeared several anomalies which left
questions in the mind of the genealogist.

For example, the first child and
the first born of Johann Heinrich in the
United States in 1848 was Bernard
Henry. His obituary in the Libertyville
Independent newspaper of Thursday,
February 12, 1920 does not mention
the place of his birth. Fortunately the
family bible recorded his birth date as
December 1, 1848.

Records of Germany show that
Johann Heinrich emigrated to America
in 1847 with his wife but without
children. The Chicago City Directory of
1848 shows Johann Heinrich living at
298 Cornell St.

Bernard Henry was not baptized
in the only Catholic church in Chicago at
that time where subsequently &
brother and a sister were baptized.
Since Bernard Henry leaves no
descendants a birth is almost impossible
to trace except in a church through a
baptism. Most children were born at
home and the baptismal record is the
formal notification. The family were
staunch catholics so where was Bernard
Henry baptized?
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I did not find th. of fpERNAHD [H.nry] Scnuenemann ].

I found two baptisms of Children of JOHN HENRY

SCHUENEMANN: Wife's Maiden - Name is variously :

( Probably a phon.tic error - -

I ..arched for the Family - Name through almost SOD

~-n-~.. oF Bao-ciamal Entries In the »e»en yearas.

This leaves a question in the life
of Bernard Henry. He must have been
born in Chicago on Cornell St. How did
he prove his birth with no records
available?

The second child, who lived all
his life as John was baptized
Lambertum Johannen in Chicago at St.
Peter's Church. A clue to his name is in
one of his sponsors who was Lambert
Greidenhefert.
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It was a surprise to learn that a 11
names were registered in Latin. John's
name in English was Lambert John
Schuenemann as registered on his
Baptismal Certificate but why didn't he
use his first name of Lambert?
ST. PETER'S CHURCH • 110 WESTHAOISON STREET • CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60602!

.tBaptismal I Certificate

According to the Record* of thi» Church

LAMBERT JOHN SCHUENEMANN

Father,

ancL
Marl« Catharine GREIOENHEFERT

.Mother.

bom in the city of—

on the day of_

Chicago ,, . , Illinia
I State of

_, *«

WAS BAPTIZEDSt. Patnr'a

in thi, Church on the __!«___day of ^ 19 16J.°

by the Rev_
I. B. Weik jmo

in accord with the rites of the Roman Catholic Church.

t,_ July__19t;h 1930

D Maiden - Mama of Mother ia GraidenhoFari:

Fr. Firmin Waber,

His mother's maiden name was
disclosed as Mariae Catharinae
Greidenhefert also in Latin. The only
conclusion is that the son known as John
was really named after the brother of
his mother who left Germany at the same
time and is on the same register.

As yet Lambert Greidenhefert's
records have not been found. When he
came to Chicago from Germany, he came
alone. This is recorded in the book-
Beitrage zur Westfalischen
Familienforschung. His name is a single
entry whereas Johann Heinrich and his
wife were recorded together. (ed note-
see the following story)

In al! the family legends the
name of Lambert Greidenhefert was
never mentioned. It would be quite
interesting if there was some record of
his life in Chicago- did he die in Chicago
or did he move on to another place?

Another anomaly is the double n
at the end of the Schueneman name.

While researching in the Mormon
church library, a distinction was found
between Schueneman with one n and
Schuenemann two ns. It was explained
that the double n was Christian and the
single n was Jewish. Today, ob all the
Schuenemans use only one n?

The original Johann Heinrich
kept the double n throughout his life i n
the U. S. Could he have been aware of the
difference or was he just spelling his
name following that of his father in
Germany? When was the second n
dropped in this country? Church
records of his children still included the
double n but his descendants today use
only one n.

Perhaps a history of how the
name came about would illustrate this
peculiarity. For that, a record would
need to be found going back to the time
when names began and this is highly
improbable.

The derivation of the name
Schuenemann with the double n can be
found in the book "German-American
Names" by George F. Jones who writes
that the name means barn man. Actually
Schuenemann is spelled without the first
e and the u has an umlaut over it. (an
umlaut is an accent of two dots over the
letter.)

There is another similar name
which is Schoeneman which has the
umlaut over the o. This name translates
to handsome man.

Nevertheless in the records going
back to 1750 in Germany the spelling
is always Schunemann with an umlaut
over the u and no first a Perhaps the
original Schueneman was a farmer,
hence that connotation. Or perhaps the
original Schoneman was very good
looking. Who knows

There is another question for
which no answer has been found. On the
marriage license of John (Lambert) it
records his mother as Elisabeth
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Neinatten. The date is May 3, 1882. His
mother died March 1, 1882 but who is
Elisabeth Neinatten? His godmother is
listed as Barbara Breit. Even the first
name is different.

The name of Neinatten-is-found in
some of the records from St. John's
church in- Johnsburg but why did- that
person stand in for his mother? Maybe
that wiU- never- be-knewn= Who was
Elisabeth Neinatten and what was the
relationship?
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There are many other
unanswered questions which are still
mysteries but as time goes on,, perhaps
all will have answers but if not they
will remain part of the inscrutable past.

NAME CONFUSION

As illustrated in the preceding
article, there can be much confusion
about the spelling of a name due to many
circumstances. Maybe the person
writing it was't familiar with the

sounds and spelled it phonetically.
Perhaps- it was- a- translation- from
another language Or it could have been
written in such a way-it was illegible.

All these examples can be found
when- researching records- in genealogy
and they drive the researcher crazy.
The-following-illustrate. the_frustration
with the name of Johann Heinrich's wife
before-it was-airthenieated-by the old
church records

Refer back to- the original- story
on the birth of Lambert. Note that the
Latin-name-of Lambert's mother is

GREITEHEFERT.
This- is the latin- spelling^ Yet

when Fr. Weber sent his English
translation- from ther-Latin-the-name
became in English the same as it is in
Latin.

The-foUowirtg examples-give you
an idea of the confusion emanating from
the- various- spellings- ef Johann
Heinrich's children when their
mother's name- was translated -̂ from
German into English from official
church records and" sent" orr official
baptismal certificates! Certainly
Johann- Heifmeiv didn't have-alt those
wives.
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There was only one way to really
authenticate the true spelling. Find a
German printed source with the name.
Fortunately, two were found. One is
from the official records in Munster and
the second is from a German book but i n
comparing the spelling the two names
are different.

The last resort was in the church
records in German. The final decision is
that the name of the wife of Johann
Heinrich, Maria Catherine, should be
spelled

GRE1TENEWERT.

NAMEN VON A U S W A N D E R E R N , DIE VON
1832 BIS 1850 OCHTRUP VERLIESSEN

CeitenOeclc. Gerii. Hdurich * 1820. — U-S.A. ISM
Cellealxrg, Joh. Hermann, • 1806. — U.S.A. 1839

» mil Frau MM. Anna (eta. Kedcea va Rheine * 1812, — U.S.A. IJ139
4] Getting. G=m, Hermann * 1810. —U .S.A. 18*6

Grcttenwert^ Lambert * 1815, —U.S.A. 1847
Crodc Holtrap - t. Quenfelde

• Hagenhaff- i_ Badde
Hagcnlmff, Joh. Hcinridi, • 18m, — U.S.A. 1842

jdMnemiiM. Jon. Heinrich. • 1819.— U.S.A. 1847
—-* mil Frau Maria Cain, gtti. Grcitcn*en * 1822, — U.S.A. 1847

Sdiiinemann, flemn. Hermann. ' IS2o. '-> U.S.A. 1847 •
mil 1 Snider
Junta-, Herra. Heinrich, • 1799, — U.S.A. 1846
mil 4 Kinocm
Tettea -1. Bodcnmlf
Turtimera. Maria Cain. • 1817, — U.S.A, IS48
Vpnarf. Joh. Albert * 1806. — U.S.A.1S46
Viaing, Herm, Slephan, * 182S, — U.S.A. IS49
mil den Stem '
Vaiker. Bernn. Slephan, * 1793. — U.S.A. 1850
mil Frau Cath. jeo. Zumfata * 1798, — U.S.A. 1850
and 3 KIndem
Vaker. Fried. Clenteiu * 1K4. — U.S.A.IS4*
Votketi. Johann • 1817. -* U.S.A, 18*4 ' ' •
Weaning. Herm. Heinrich. * 1802, — U.S.A. 1846
mil Fnu Elia. (eb. Pott * 1803. — U.S.A. 1&46
und 4 SAtinen
WemiJiy. Joh. Bemhard. • 189:. — U.S.A.1S39
mil Fnu Eiij. (to. Schuite-Wfeliny ' 1801. — U.S.A. 1839
und 6 Kinacrn
W/era. jen. Hetttiag. "nieodor Heinr. * 1823. — U.S.A. 1346
WiaMcimana. Theodor Anton • 1811, — U.S.A. 1833
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OCHTRUP

AN INTRODUCTION TO OUR GERMAN ROOTS

Johann Heinrich Schuenemann. left Germany in 1847 from a little village called
OCHTRUP. This was never noted on any census form nor was it passed on through any
family legends. After searching for years and talking to many experts on German
migration, I was fortunate to find records of the church. This is just a beginning.

Location of Westphalia The Catholic Church
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Today, Ochtrup is still a very
small town in the district of Munster in
Westphalia, the northwest area of
Germany. It is not on any large highway
but because many small towns are close
to large cities, it would be similar to the
the small towns in the USA where people
either commute to the nearby city or
work in the only industry which in this
case is the textile mill .

The area itself is composed of the
farming communities of Oster, Wester,
and Weiner Bauerschaft as well as the
incorporated villages of Dorfenr

Langenhorst, and Welbergen. All in all
there are about 17,000 people in this
vicinity.

In 1829,. a few years before the
Schuenemann family emigrated, the
mayor's office counted 5,158 people in
this area and in Ochtrup specifically
there were 958,

The white house in the picture
below dates from the year 1607 so it is
a very old village.

Since 1832, Ochtrup has been
affected by sociopsychological and
economic factors which accounted for
emigration to America, first slowly,
then after 1840 to a considerately
stronger extent. In the town files of
Qchtrup recorded in the Munster
District it was ascertained that
from1833 until 1850, 247 people-95

men, 48 women, 104 children received
permission to leave from the
government.

The 104 children belonged to 32
families including a few couples without
children. Secretly without permission
17 emigrated, mostly young men of
military age who didn't want to go into
military service. Only 4 of this group
went to Holland which is strange for
Ochtrup is dose to that border.

The report from the district
stated that people working i n
agriculture were the most easily
convinced to leave. This report did not
say who promoted this emigration.

One can only assume the land did
not provide an adequate living.

Also weavers in the handloom
linen cottage industy were
convinced that the country across the sea
was the answer to the upcoming crisis.
Johann Heinrich Schuenernanrv his
brother and his wife's brother were
some of those weavers.

The reasons for the impending
crisis were threefold. Before this date
all one needed to survive was a small
plot of landva cottage, and a loom.

However, customs changes made
by the Royal Prussian Minister of
Commerce and Finance allowing products
to be exported changed the entire
weaving industry. This occurred in
1838 and pre-empted the industrial
revolution in the area of Ochtrup for it
meant that the time consuming hand
made fabrics would soon be replaced by
mass production.

With this customs restriction
removed and markets opened up, people
with money bought land and plans were
made to construct a textile mill. Even
though it would take years to complete,
the weavers of Ochtrup in the future
would not be able to sustain their linen
cottage industry because of the eventual
machine competition.



Also, linen was being replaced by
cotton which was better adapted to
mechanized production.

Therefore, weaving, the primary
small cottage linen industry of Ochtrup
was doomed These are the
sociopsychological factors that
confronted - Johann Heinrich just
beginning his adult life.

The first mill built in Ochtrup.

OTHER SCENES OF OCHTRUP

These factors and another in the
life of Johann Heinrich must have
influenced his emigration. His father
had died and since he was the eldest son,
according to the custom at that time, the
eldest son inherited the father's assets..

So in 1847 he and his wife, his
brother,, her brother and his widowed
mother received permission from the
government and sailed for Chicago. He
arrived in 1848 to begin his new life.

An aerial view of the town he left
behind



MARY'S MESSAGES: While getting this
NEWSLETTER together it occurred to me
that 1998 will be the 150th anniversary of
the arrival of our Schuenemann family in
the United States. They left their
ancestral home of centuries to brave this
strange land because they believed in the
opportunities here.

I also recalled the Schueneman
picnic reunion of 1950. I have the original
list of those that attended and the number
from each family who paid so someone had
taken the time to notify the entire family.

It was held in a field near North
Chicago but I don't remember whose field
or exactly where. I don't know anything
about the organization or who got it
together. I think everything was taken care
of by the Sr. .Albert Schueneman
descendants but I'm not sure about that.

I can remember the fun we had, the
events that were planned and especially the
baseball game. Even the girls played. Some
men who hadn't exercised in years, pot-
bellied and all had the best time. We did
laugh a lot.. I can't remember how the
teams were split but I seem to recall it was
themsrried versus the unmarried.

Anna and Mina Schueneman were in
charge of the gsmes. There was the sack
race for the adults with prizes. The
children's activities were broken down into
ages, also with prizes.

Every family brought its own picnic
basket but there were those who brought
more than they needed so food was passed
around. This helped all of us to know one
another.

And the. beer flowed like water.
Because most of the families lived

in the arear it took place after church,
early. We lived a half hour away in
McHenry and those who lived in Chicago
made it easily.

Wouldn't it be fun to have a 150
year celebration! But who would organize
it? The family has grown to such an extent
that it would take these two years to pull it
together.

I think it could be done if we could
find someone to spearhead it. Since I have
been researching the family, I do have
information about all the original children of

Johann Heinrich and Maria Catherine. Could
we find descendants from each?

Surprisingly there were ten
children in all but of the seven that
survived, only five have living
descendants. Of these five, could one be
found to take on the responsibility of
getting a committee together to make a
reunion possible?

Below is a battered copy of the
original list which my mother had saved.
The oldest there were my grandmother,
Minnie, wife of John the second son of
Johann Heinrich and Aunt Kate who was the
daughter of first son Bernard Heinrich.

The list is not complete for many
who lived greater distances did not come.

THE ORIGINAL LIST
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